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about before the chador

and how they changed after the revolution, from the town of Esfahan to
Tehran and eventually Los Angeles. The family in question is related to
James Dunn who, after discovering an extensive collection of literally
several hundred family photographs, set out to collect the stories from
his relatives, recording hundreds of hours of interviews. The story that
unfolds relates how dramatically Iran changed between the 1940s and
today, challenging assumptions, celebrating the strong bonds of family,
and the realities of how even the strongest bonds can break under government pressures and interference.
At the center of the story is Haroun, a silk trader in the tradition of his
father, who in his hometown of Esfahan was known as “adele” (Farsi for
“righteous”). His neighbors regularly sought him out to mediate family
disputes, but his trade kept him on the road most of the year. He sent
letters home to his wife, Doolat, and their nine children. Their home was
the center of town because Haroun was unlike most men of the era; he was
not religious, misogynistic, or judgmental although the culture around
him became increasingly so. Haroun raised two large families through
two world wars before his daughter Ashraph married a Muslim (after a

With thousands of years, and access to oil reserves, having shaped its
history of conquests and occupations, tremendous artistic and cultural
achievements, political rebellion, and outspoken leaders, Iran is a country
that attracts constant media attention. For all of the turmoil the country
has endured over the centuries, the 1979 revolution, during which the
Western-backed Shah was ousted by Ayatollah Khomeini and his Islamic
republic, is one of the touchstone’s of the contemporary geopolitical
climate in the Middle East. But for all the political bluster and sweeping
generalizations, Iran is populated by over 78-million individuals, all of
them with their own stories that veer from and contradict the media
narratives that serve as the means for most outsiders to understand this
country.
Before the Chador tells the remarkable story of a Jewish Iranian family.
We first meet its members many years before 1979, and follow their lives,
1963: Persepolis; visited during the author’s parents’ honeymoon.

contentious courtship). While Haroun and his family remained supportive of Ashraph, the community saw things differently, and the family
relocated to Tehran. In the metropolis, as the revolution brewed and its
ramifications rippled in the aftermath, members of the family laundered
money, sold drugs, fought wars, became political activists, served time
in prison, and some of them left the country. But dispersed by two exoduses—one from Esfahan and another from Iran—the family remained
closer-knit than other families faced to endure similar trials. Because
of religion, politics, and other circumstances that worked against them,
love endured.
The first-person narratives translated from Farsi, along with the arresting
photographs, many from a time before the government told people how
to behave, reveal an intimate and harrowing tale of loving family members
pitted against social and political changes that did not take individual
happiness into consideration. Before the Chador gives faces to some of
these individuals who wanted little more than to be happy.

market assessment

Iran is constantly in the news: Before the Chador documents a bygone era
in Iran, but it shows, at an intimate personal level, how the country came
to exist as it does today.
A story that defies common perceptions: The media addresses Iran with
sweeping generalities and those inform how much of the world views
the nation and its citizens; Before the Chador is sure to appeal to anyone
interested in Iranian late-twentieth century history, contemporary world
affairs, and stories of individuals overcoming formidable hurdles.
A singular collection of family photographs and stories that defy assumptions: This collection of several hundred photographs (all of which have
already been drum scanned) and the accompanying transcribed and
translated stories present a novel-like story, but this is no fiction.
similar titles

author bio

James Dunn was born to a British father and Iranian Jewish mother in
spring of 1979, days after his parents fled Iran in the wake of the Islamic
Revolution. Family, job opportunities and visa conflicts moved him from
Iran to England to Libya to Portugal through his childhood before settling
in 1992 in Los Angeles, home of the Iranian post-revolution diaspora. An
accomplished hip-hop journalist, he interviewed artists like Nas, 50 Cent,
and Outkast for magazines like The Source, Vibe, and XXL before editing
Rime Magazine for five years. Today he owns and operates Dunn Deal PR,
a music and culture public relations firm.
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1972: SUMMER VACATION AT CASPIAN AEA, MOTEL GHOO; UNCLE AZIZ AND NAZANIN, ASHRAPH, HER SON
AMIR, AND HER DAUGHTER FARIDEH, SOFI, SHERLI, PAYAM, AND THE AUTHOR’S PARENTS.

1958: Tehran; professional photograph of Etti, taken in lalehzar District.

1969: Nosrat Avenue; convertible burgundy Buick parked outside author’s parents’ house.

1963: tomb of Hafez; visited during the author’s parents’ honeymoon.

1949: chance family with galdjie and toba.

c. 1955: esfahan; author’s grandmother sits at spinning wheel in her home, where she also
made wine and aragh (grape vodka) that she served at a bar run out of the house.

1963: shahpur’s wedding, officiated by rabbi hakham yedidia.

1955: esfahan; parviz and aunt morvar visiting from tehran.

1930: esfahan; chance family with their daughter nazanin and toba.

date unknown: portrait of haroun, the family patriarch.
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